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Abstract
The theoretical media-educational model developed by the authors of the article, aimed at the
effective development of the audience's ability to reasonably counter the false (or partially false)
information contained in the anti-Russian Internet communication sources from Ukraine (taking
into account the ability to analyze the political, ideological, economic and other motives that lead to
anti-Russian propaganda in Ukrainian media educational Internet communication portals,
websites) consists of the following main structural building blocks (units):
Unit 1. Technology of development of audience’s skills to reasonably confront false
(or partially false) information contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian Internet communication
sources (knowledge of media communication processes, propaganda influences and typology of
false (or partially false) information; knowledge of basic techniques of analysis of Internet
communication sources (including fact checking, political, ideological, economic and other motives
conditioning anti-Russian propaganda in Ukrainian (media education) Internet communication
portals, websites; skills to apply this knowledge in the process of the analysis of various web
resources, containing anti-Russian propaganda.
Unit 2. Anti-propaganda Internet communications competence of the individual
(information competence in the field of Internet communications and countering propaganda
influences; analytical competence in the field of Internet communications related to detecting
propaganda and/or fake messages).
Unit 3: The main indicators of anti-propaganda Internet communication competence of an
individual (high level (a wide range of knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types and
technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of media information
analysis); medium level (limited knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types and
technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of media information
analysis); low level (no knowledge (or minimal knowledge) of these (see above).
Unit 4: Creative application of knowledge about media communication processes,
propaganda influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information and analytical skills
in this area (including the ability to independently apply knowledge about media communication
processes, propaganda influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information and
analytical skills in this area in new conditions and using new samples).
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1. Introduction
In our article “Theoretical model and technology of anti-Russian propaganda in Internet
communications of modern Ukraine within the framework of various student groups’ media
education” (Fedorov, Levitskaya, 2021) we have specified and analyzed contemporary Ukrainian
media sources of media education (Bakka et al., 2016; Cherepovska, 2010; 2017; Collection..., 2015;
2017; 2020; Filonenko, 2020; Ivanov et al, 2016; Kharitonyuk, 2020; Koropatnyk, 2015; 2017;
2020; Lazorenko, 2020; Media..., 2021; Naidenova et al., 2018; Naidenova and Dyatel, 2020;
Pocheptsov, 2015; 2016; 2017; Vlasyuk et al., 2019; Yuksel, 2020; Zental, 2020; Zorya et al, 2021,
etc.) and have synthesized a theoretical model in this direction (in some or other variations used by
Ukrainian media educators and media culture figures), which consists of the following units:
- a unit of introduction to the problem, including clichéd propaganda phrases about Russian
aggression and propaganda, and the need to emphasize the counter-propaganda function of media
education;
- a unit of “appeal to authority” (a brief review of literature on media education, media
manipulation, information wars with an emphasis on the political positions of the European Union,
the United States, the concepts of Western scientists in the field of media culture, media education
and political science, UNESCO documents, etc.). Meanwhile, anti-Russian phrases are carefully
chosen from a wide range of scientific literature;
- a unit of examples of Russian media propaganda (often from marginal sources and with
selective manipulation and emotional interpretation);
- a unit containing the main methods of analyzing Russian media sources (often selectively
manipulative);
- a unit of conclusions of an anti-Russian orientation, often in no way arising from the
previously cited media examples (Fedorov, Levitskaya, 2021).
In this article, based on generalization, classification, and theoretical modeling, we present
the media education model aimed at the effective development of audience’s skills to reasonably
counteract false (or partially false) information contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian Internet
communication sources related to media literacy, media pedagogy, media competence, information
propaganda, and counterpropaganda.
2. Materials and methods
For this study, we 1) collected data on the parameters of the state of the research’s subject in
various sources in order to identify and actualize its main features, reflecting its essence and the
most characteristic forms of its relations with the environment; 2) recorded the subject’s features,
having derived its indicators by analyzing the model of the subject under study and situations
where such indicators are manifested. Therefore the following methods were used: data collection,
generalization and classification, theoretical modeling.
3. Discussion
The problems of propaganda and misinformation that must be confronted have been
addressed in recent years in a considerable body of literature from around the world (Albright,
2017; Aldwairi, Alwahedi, 2018; Azzimonti, Fernandes, 2018; Bakir, McStay, 2018; Balmas, 2012;
Bean, 2017; Berghel, 2017; Bertin et al, 2018; Bharali, Goswami, 2018; Bradshaw, Howard, 2018;
Marwick, 2018; Mihailidis,Viotty, 2017; Waldrop, 2017). In particular, fake news on political topics
has been studied repeatedly (Balmas, 2012; Dentith, 2017; Farkas,Schou, 2018; Figueira,Oliveira,
2017; Fletcher et al., 2018; Fletcher,Nielsen, 2017; Quandt et al, 2019; Vargo et al., 2018, etc.) and
patterns for detecting fake media information (Conroy et al., 2015; Derakhshan Wardle, 2017;
Gahirwal et al., 2018; Goering, Thomas, 2018; Janze, Risius, 2017; Ruchansky et al., 2017).
Many scholars hold the view that “fact-checking sites and media literacy campaigns presume
that people will not share news if they know it is inaccurate, painting users as cultural dupes at the
mercy of media elites. But this is simply a newer form of the “magic bullet” media effects model
popular in the first half of the 20th century. This theory conceptualized media “messages as magic
bullets capable of mesmerizing listeners who passively received and responded to communicative
stimuli in an essentially uniform manner.” In contrast, active audience approaches require
understanding how and why people make meaning from media, viewing media use within a
particular sociocultural context” (Marwick, 2018: 477).
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As some researchers maintain, “media literacy is the only way to detect fake news and fake
photographs” and disinformation (Bharali, Goswami, 2018: 128; Mihailidis, Viotty, 2017).
However “no one imagines that media literacy will be easy to foster, however. It’s one thing to
learn how the media works and how to watch out for all the standard misinformation tricks… But
it’s quite another to master … emotional skepticism, which urges users to slow down and check
things before sharing them” (Waldrop, 2017: 12634).
Within the framework of the chosen theme, it is worth noting that more than often,
the articles by Western media scholars focused on the problem of propaganda and fake media
information, highlight Russian media influence (Lipman, 2009) and accuse leading Russian media
channels (including Russian drama/comedy TV series) of media manipulation and one-sided
interpretation of information (Giles, 2016; Khaldarova, Pantti, 2016; Murrok et al, 2018; NATO,
2016; Saran, 2016), while being supportive of the actions of Ukrainian propagandists, on the
pretext that they are at the forefront of the fight against disinformation and propaganda coming
from the Kremlin (Fitzpatrick, 2018: 45).
Meanwhile, Ukrainian media propagandists, in general, are far from providing objective
information.
Let us examine a typical example of anti-Russian propaganda. In this case, it is an article by
the Doctor of Sciences (in Philology), Professor V.V. Lizanchuk (in the Soviet era, a member of the
Communist Party) – “Anti-Ukrainian information aggression in the television and radio space of
Russia and Ukraine”. In our opinion, it is rather typical for the Ukrainian anti-Russian
propagandists and contains practically all the standard building blocks/units of such media texts:
1) a unit of introduction to the problem, including clichéd propaganda phrases about Russian
aggression and propaganda (including media sphere), about the need to emphasize the
counterpropaganda function of the media (Lizanchuk, 2014: 13-16).
Below are just a few examples of V.V. Lizanchuk's anti-Russian (absolutely unsubstantiated)
invectives: “Moscow's zoological hatred of everything Ukrainian, human, moral and spiritual has
opened up to the world in a new way” (Lizanchuk, 2014: 15), “Putin's Russian leadership and the
media, loyal to him, leave no chance for an average Russian to be a mentally healthy person,
blocking all alternative sources of information” (Lizanchuk, 2014: 16).
The last phrase of V.V. Lizanchuk seems simply unprofessional for a Ph.D., Professor and
Head of the department of broadcasting and television at university, because in the age of the
Internet with its millions of open sources of information (in all world languages), it is ridiculous to
argue that “alternative sources of information” are being cut off in Russia. Moreover, in fact, some
Ukrainian journalists and political analysts appear live on leading Russian TV channels, and openly
express their anti-Russian positions in discussions with their Russian counterparts.
Further on, V.V. Lizanchuk points out that “the Russian media totally deceive the citizens of
their country, as well as shoots lies through the information space of Ukraine, poisoning the
consciousness of Ukrainians, primarily the population of the eastern and southern regions.
The trump card of Moscow's propaganda is Nazism, so-called Ukrainian fascism, “rabid bourgeois
nationalism”, and Bandera-ism” (Lizanchuk, 2014: 16). Notably, it is the above citation that
demonstrates several of the common propaganda techniques: “demonizing the enemy”,
“dysphemism”, and “false accusations”. These techniques are highlighted by the careful choice of
lexical means by the author: instead of neutral verbs, he deliberately uses the ones with negative
connotation, those which cause fear, uncertainty, and anger: Russian media “deceive”, “shoot lies”,
“poison”.
True, the Russian media have always condemned and denounced Nazis’ and Bandera’s
actions as crimes against humanity, as genocide. It is therefore surprising that V.V. Lizanchuk
blames them for that.
Further on, V.V. Lizanchuk argues that the most striking aspect of Moscow's propaganda was
and still is inspired by the events of Euromaidan in Kiev and “stories about fascists who, as they
say, have taken over Kiev and want to ban everything Russian” (Lizanchuk, 2014: 16). Thus,
V.V. Lizanchuk emphasized that such fears are groundless and false and are a product of Russian
propaganda.
The real life history utterly refuted Lizanchuk’s thesis: “democratic” Ukrainian authorities
first cut off broadcasting of the leading Russian TV channels on Ukraine’s territory and on
13.03.2020 President V. Zelensky signed the law “About complete general secondary education”
which liquidated Russian-language schools in Ukraine and abolished programs of education in
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Russian (Law..., 2020), thereby depriving millions of citizens of this country to study in their native
language since September 2020.
2) A unit of “appeal to authority” (a brief review of the literature on media, media
manipulation, information wars, with an emphasis on the political stance of the European Union,
the United States, etc.). Meanwhile, specifically phrases accusing or discrediting Russia are often
selected from a wide range of academic literature (Lizanchuk, 2014: 17-19).
3) A unit of examples of Russian media propaganda (often from marginal sources and with
selective-manipulative and emotional interpretation) (Lizanchuk, 2014: 18-19).
4) A unit of anti-Russian conclusions (Lizanchuk, 2014: 20-21).
In V.V. Lizanchuk's article, these conclusions are made with the framing technique of
propaganda through language means. He also uses the propaganda technique called “transfer” or
“association” (i.e. projecting negative qualities of a person, entity, object, or value onto another to
discredit it), comparing Russian media to Goebbels’ propaganda. V.V. Lyzanchuk argues,
in particular, that “Ukraine is facing the most powerful Russian propaganda machine in the
world, which also inherited all the infrastructure, technology, and know-how from the time of the
Cold War between the USSR and the West. Open sources tell us that ten powerful media groups
of the Russian Federation are working against Ukraine ... They have adopted the methods of
Goebbels’ propaganda. ... Goebbels once said that with media in his hands he can easily turn any
nation into a herd of pigs. It seems that his recipes worked well, otherwise, how to explain such a
high level of zombification of the majority of the population of Russia and some Ukrainian
citizens in the Crimea, East and South of the country. Besides, Russia is used to living a lie”
(Lizanchuk, 2014: 20).
The finale of V.V. Lizanchuk’s article sounds especially aggressive and propagandistic, as it
points out that “the most important task of Ukrainians now is to deprive themselves and future
generations of many illusions of imaginary brotherhood, unity and friendship with the Russians,
which is only possible on the basis of equality, mutual respect and freedom. Society should clean up
our information space from Russian psychological interference and fake terror as persistently and
purposefully as Ukrainian fighters clean up Putin's invaders and homegrown separatist terrorists in
eastern Ukraine” (Lizanchuk, 2014: 20).
Another typical example of anti-Russian propaganda combined with media educational
objectives is a textbook for Ukrainian teachers with the ambiguous title “NATO is a force that
protects civilians” (Bakka et al., 2019). A big group of Ukrainian media educators participated in
the creation of this manual.
An analysis of this textbook shows that, on the one hand, it is a kind of hymn praising the
“most peace-loving” military alliance in the world (Bakka et al., 2019: 5-144), whose expansion to
the east allegedly does not threaten Russia at all, while, on the other hand, it is a set of clichéd
political accusations directed against Russia (Bakka et al., 2019: 145-158).
A vivid example of false information contained inside the educational material is the
publication “First Lesson for Students in Grades 9-11. Ukraine starts with you” (Mitsay, Plyaka,
2019). The authors begin their recommendations for this patriotic lesson with the following key
objectives:
- “assertion of national-patriotic self-awareness;
- deepening knowledge of the problem of patriotism as a social and personal value;
- definition of the qualities of a patriotic citizen;
- deepening of students' knowledge about the key events of the Ukrainian state in the
twentieth century;
- acquaintance of students with the outstanding figures of social and political, military,
cultural and artistic who made a significant contribution to the development of the Ukrainian state
and the popularization of the national idea;
-promotion of understanding the common Ukrainian nation: state sovereignty,
independence, territorial integrity and democratic principles of the state system;
- activation of students' cognitive interest in the historical and cultural heritage of the country
and the state events of the history of Ukraine in the twentieth century;
- fostering respect for State symbols, and a respectful attitude to the traditions of Ukrainian
and other ethnic groups living in the country;
- formation of an active life position of schoolchildren, their civic self-determination, social
activity and desire for self-realization in Ukraine;
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- formation and development of motivation aimed at preparing to defend their homeland and
serve in the Armed Forces of Ukraine” (Mitsay, Plyaka, 2019).
Yet, further in the text it is explained that Ukrainian “history and greatness have been created
over the centuries by people whose names are carved in the heart of every Ukrainian”, and there
are the names of S. Bandera, A. Melnyk and R. Shukhevych (Mitsay, Plyaka, 2019), and among
Ukraine's major historical dates is “the proclamation of the restoration of the Ukrainian State on
June 30, 1941 in Lviv, occupied by German troops” (Mitsay, Plyaka, 2019).
Meanwhile, if one carefully reads the original text of the “Act of Proclamation of the
Ukrainian State” (1941), one finds that in reality it in no way implied true Ukrainian independence,
but rather stated that “the renewed Ukrainian State will cooperate closely with National Socialist
Great Germany, which under Adolf Hitler creates a new order in Europe and the world and helps
the Ukrainian people to free themselves from Moscow's occupation for a Sovereign Soborny
Ukraina (Ukrainian State) and a new order in the whole world”. So, if the authors of “The First
Lesson for Students in Grades 9-11. Ukraine Starts with You” had dared to read the full text of this
“Act...” to the Ukrainian students, they could have been convinced that the Ukrainian nationalists
had wanted to live together with the Nazis under their laws and, therefore, to accept and welcome
all their actions (such as the genocide of the Jews, keeping children and adult civilians of various
nationalities in concentration camps of death, etc.).
Thus, under the guise of patriotic education, the authors of “The First Lesson for Students in
Grades 9-11. Ukraine Starts with You”, by manipulating with (another propaganda technique)
“virtue words” of patriotism, independence, national identity, attempt to instill ideas to justify
Nazism and its collaborators.
This kind of “patriotic media educational” material is by far not the only one in the
information and communication space of Ukraine (see, for example: Bakka et al, 2016;
Cherepovska, 2010; 2017; Collection..., 2015; 2017; 2020; Filonenko, 2020; Ivanov et al., 2016;
Kharitonyuk, 2020; Koropatnyk, 2015; 2017; 2020; Lazorenko, 2020; Media..., 2021; Naidenova et
al, 2018; Naidenova, Dyatel, 2020; Vlasyuk et al., 2019; Yuksel, 2020; Zental, 2020; Zorya et al.,
2021, etc.).
Therefore it is critically important to be aware of frequent propaganda and disinformation
techniques, such as labeling, “demonizing” a political enemy; appeal to authority, testimonial (the use
of real and fictitious statements of persons with high authority for propaganda purposes); common
man/plain folks (maximally simplifying information, attempting to convince the audience that the
propagandist's positions reflect the common sense of the people); mosaic presentation of information
(when, along with truthful information and theses, for example, the ideas of justifying Nazi criminals
are introduced); blocking the critical and rational perception of the message by appealing to the
simplest emotions, dysphemism (the choice of words with extreme negative connotation , such as
“aggressor”, “occupier”, etc. in relation to another state); constant, obsessive repetition of certain
statements, regardless of the truth; exploitation of slogans, myths and stereotypes (for example,
glorifying figures unacceptable for a truly democratic society); the introduction of the necessary
(false) information into, at first glance, neutral messages; unbalanced accentuation of only positive or
only negative facts and arguments, while suppressing the opposite, etc.
4. Results
As a result of our research, we have developed and graphically presented (Figure 1) a
theoretical media education model aimed at the effective development of the audience's skills to
reasonably resist false (or partially false) information contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian Internet
communication sources (taking into account the ability to analyze political, ideological , economic
and other motives that determine anti-Russian propaganda in Ukrainian media educational
Internet communication portals, websites), indicators, and ways of assessing the effectiveness of
the above model.
The main building blocks/units of this model are as follows:
Unit 1. Technology for developing audience skills to rationally resist false (or partially false)
information contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian Internet communication sources:
- awareness of the processes of media communications, propaganda influences and the
typology of false (or partially false) information;
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- knowledge of the basic techniques for analyzing Internet communication sources (including
fact checking; assessing political, ideological, economic and other motives that cause anti-Russian
propaganda in Ukrainian (media education) Internet communication portals, websites;
- ability to apply this knowledge in the process of analyzing various Internet communication
sources containing anti-Russian propaganda.
Unit 2. Anti-propaganda Internet communication competence of a person:
- information competence in the field of Internet communications and countering
propaganda influences;
- analytical competence in the field of Internet communications of propagandistic and/or
fake nature.
Unit 3. The main indicators of the anti-propaganda Internet communication competence of
the individual:
- high level (comprehensive knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types and
technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies for analyzing media
information);
- middle level (sufficient knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types and
technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of media information
analysis);
- low level (lack of knowledge (or minimal knowledge) in the field of Internet
communication, types and technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies
for analyzing media information; lack of desire to analyze information).
Unit 4. Creative application of knowledge about the processes of media communications,
propaganda influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information and analytical skills
in this area:
- ability to independently apply knowledge about the processes of media communications,
propaganda influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information and analytical skills
in this area in new conditions and on new material.
5. Conclusion
Thus, the developed theoretical media education model, aimed at the effective progress of the
audience's skills to reasonably oppose false (or partially false) information contained in antiRussian Ukrainian Internet communication sources (taking into account the ability to analyze
political, ideological, economic and other motives that determine anti-Russian propaganda in
Ukrainian media educational Internet communication portals, websites) consists of the following
main structural units:
Unit 1. Technology for the development of audience skills is reasoned to resist false
(or partially false) information contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian Internet communication
sources (knowledge about media communication processes, propaganda influences and typology of
false (or partially false) information; knowledge of the basic techniques of Internet analysis
communication sources (including verification of facts, political, ideological, economic and other
motives causing anti-Russian propaganda in Ukrainian (media education) Internet communication
portals, websites; the ability to apply this knowledge in the process of analyzing various Internet
communication sources containing anti-Russian propaganda.
Unit 2. Anti-propaganda Internet communication competence of a person (information
competence in the field of Internet communications and countering propaganda influences;
analytical competence in the field of propaganda and / or fake Internet messages).
Unit 3. The main indicators of anti-propaganda Internet communication competence of the
individual (high level (a wide range of knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types and
technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of media information
analysis); medium level (limited knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types and
technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of analysis of media
information); low level (lack of knowledge (or minimal knowledge) in the field of Internet
communication, types and technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of
analysis of media information; lack of desire analyze information).
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Technology for developing audience skills to rationally resist false (or partially false) information
contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian Internet communication sources
Awareness of the processes of media communications, propaganda influences
and the typology of false (or partially false) information

Knowledge of the basic techniques for analyzing Internet communication
sources (including fact checking; assessing political, ideological, economic and
other motives that cause anti-Russian propaganda in Ukrainian (media
education) Internet communication portals, websites

Ability to apply this knowledge in the process of analyzing various Internet
communication sources containing anti-Russian propaganda

Anti-propaganda Internet communication competence of a person

Information competence in the field of Internet communications
and countering propaganda influences

Analytical competence in the field of Internet communications of
propagandistic and / or fake nature

The main indicators of the anti-propaganda Internet communication
competence of the individual
high level (comprehensive knowledge in the field of Internet communication,
types and technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies
for analyzing media information)
middle level (sufficient knowledge in the field of Internet communication, types
and technologies of media influences, propaganda; types and technologies of
media information analysis)
low level (lack of knowledge (or minimal knowledge) in the field of Internet
communication, types and technologies of media influences, propaganda; types
and technologies for analyzing media information; lack of desire to analyze
information)

Creative application of knowledge about the processes of media communications, propaganda
influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information and analytical skills in this area

Ability to independently apply knowledge about the processes of
media communications, propaganda influences and the typology
of false (or partially false) information and analytical skills in
this area in new conditions and on new material

Fig. 1. Theoretical media education model aimed at the effective development of the audience's
skills to reasonably resist false (or partially false) information contained in anti-Russian Ukrainian
Internet communication sources
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Unit 4. Creative application of knowledge about the processes of media communications,
propaganda influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information and analytical skills
in this area (including the ability to independently apply knowledge about the processes of media
communications, propaganda influences and the typology of false (or partially false) information
and analytical skills in this area in new conditions and on new material).
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